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The Background
Every Council has a legal duty to provide
services for local people who become
homeless. This consultation is about
proposals for new services for homeless
people to be provided from a service
‘hub’ at Richmond Court.
In Cheshire West and Chester, the
Council sees its role as more than a duty
– the Council wants to see an end to
rough sleeping and to introduce a new
approach, supporting individuals who
become homeless to achieve their goals
and their potential. In the process the
Council hopes to change perceptions of
homeless people and homelessness
services.

Importantly, this also prevents
‘repeat’ homelessness – where people
find themselves back on the streets
through a lack of personal resources
or support.
This new approach has been part of
the Council’s thinking since 2010, but
it has taken time to develop the new
service and then start delivering it.
The work that has been carried out
over this period is documented in a
number of studies and reports which
are available as part of this
consultation.

Traditionally, services for homeless
people in Chester have provided shelter
and practical support, but when the new
Council was formed in 2009 it was clear
that more had to be done to prevent
homelessness – both for individuals at
risk and for the city as a whole.

The new service will be better for
individuals – by providing them with
support to deal with underlying
problems and to find and keep
permanent accommodation – and
better for the city – by tackling the
causes of the problem as well as the
symptoms.

Preventing homelessness means
understanding – and then tackling – its
causes. In individual cases this means
understanding the problems people face in
finding their route back into normal life and
offering them personal help and support.

This consultation aims to help build an
understanding of this new approach,
of the proposed role of Richmond
Court as part of the new service and
of the Council’s role and decisionmaking process.
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Principles behind the new service
Responses to homelessness and rough sleeping in this country are changing. In a
modern society traditional images of street homelessness need to become things of
the past – this means a new approach to services, based on some key principles.

Inclusion and Prevention

Outcomes

No one who needs it should be beyond
the reach of the service. The service will
be fully inclusive – accessible to
everyone who needs it – and will
wherever possible reach people before
they are in crisis.

The service will focus on helping
individuals to get the right outcome for
themselves. This will begin with working
out what type of accommodation and
support they need and then working to
an agreed resettlement plan.

There will be a network linking the
service to all the known sources of
referral – hospitals and institutions,
crisis and counselling services, police
and street pastors – and a wellpublicised telephone hotline.

Once individuals are settled in
permanent accommodation they may
need additional support to maintain
their lives and progress. This will be an
integral part of the new service, to
prevent future crises or breakdowns.

There will be a major emphasis on outreach
work with a street-based Walk Team and a
Accommodation
vehicle-based Mobile Team making
The new service brings with it a wide
contacts at the earliest opportunity.
range of temporary and permanent
accommodation options to meet a
All referrals will go through the Council’s
Gateway before coming into the service. variety of different individual needs.
Currently a high proportion of street
homelessness in Chester is linked to the
city’s tourist economy. This will be
addressed through a programme to
reconnect non-residents with the
support they need in the places they
have come from.

All of this accommodation will be
designed and equipped to a high
modern standard to create a
psychologically beneficial environment
for residents and staff.
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The new Service Provider
Foundation Enterprises North West (FENW) is a new company formed by Forum
Housing Association and Chester and District Housing Trust to deliver the outreach
and supported housing services required by the Council.
CDHT has long experience in meeting
the needs of homeless households,
having provided the borough’s statutory
FHA has been a specialist provider of
homeless service for eleven years.
supported accommodation for young
CDHT has also led a recent Government
people aged 16-25 for over forty years.
initiative providing extra support to help
people into housing and a settled way
FHA has accommodation projects in Wirral, of life.
Sefton and Ellesmere Port and Neston.
As well as providing housing, FHA staff
In 2011 CDHT merged with the Liverpoolwork with young people to prepare them
based Cosmopolitan Housing Group,
for successful independent living. FHA
giving it a wider reach in the region and
currently receives around 2,500 referrals greater organisational strength.
per year and works each week with over
350 young people.

Forum Housing
Association (FHA)

FHA is a top level accredited supported
housing provider and in March 2012
received the Investors in People Gold Award.

Chester and District
Housing Trust (CDHT)
CDHT was created in 2000 to take
ownership of Chester City Council’s
housing stock and deliver a major
investment programme. With 6,500
homes it is one of the largest registered
social landlords working in Cheshire
West and Chester.

Foundation Enterprises
North West (FENW)
In forming FENW, these two
organisations have combined their
specialist experience and skills to create
a new type of service informed by the
latest thinking on meeting housing need.
FENW aims to be at the leading edge of
this type of provision, working closely
with other agencies and services,
research bodies, the voluntary sector
and of course individual service users to
deliver a successful model of supported
housing.
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The new proposed Service Model
for Cheshire West and Chester
Mobile Outreach
Trust Home Choice

CDHT

Safe Seats

Howley House

Private Rented Sector
No Second Night Out
Housing First

Supported Lodgings

Halkyn Road
Reconnection Activity
Supported Housing Options

This model illustrates Richmond Court’s role as the intelligence hub for the new service, managing
a flexible network of resources to deal with presentations of homelessness across the borough.
With 36 temporary and emergency units of accommodation Richmond Court would be one of
several options to meet the range of needs presented to the service.
Mobile Outreach
The Outreach Walk Team and
the Outreach Mobile Team

Supported Lodgings
3 units of supported
lodgings placements

Housing First
10 assured shorthold
tenancies

Safe Seats
Up to 6 safe seats at Richmond
Court and a further 4 via the
Outreach Mobile Team

Reconnection Activity
Managed referrals to
other local authorities

Private Rented Sector
75 private rented sector
tenancies with partner landlords

Supported Housing
Floating support to general
needs housing

CDHT
8 dispersed units of
temporary accommodation

Halkyn Road
6 units of temporary male
accommodation

Trust Home Choice
Access to Registered
Providers across the borough

Howley House
11 units of temporary female
accommodation
No Second Night Out
2 extra emergency bedspaces
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What would happen at
Richmond Court
FENW would use Richmond Court as the hub
of their service operation and professional
staff would be based there round the clock.
FENW’s service offer includes a wide range
of accommodation options for service users
across Cheshire West and Chester and
Richmond Court would be only one of these
options. The Accomodation Team managing
this aspect of the service would be based at
Richmond Court.

the most suitable accommodation for each
individual on being accepted into the
service. Once accommodated, each
individual will need a plan for his or her
route back into normal life and
resettlement. Working to this plan will be a
condition of residence in all
accommodation.
Needs and risk assessments as well as
individual plans will be reviewed at regular
intervals to ensure that they remain
current. FENW will work in partnership with
statutory, voluntary and private sector
organisations to ensure that all service
users have access to, and take advantage
of, the support and services they need to
move on to settled accommodation
elsewhere.

FENW would also have an Outreach Walk
Team based at Richmond Court and an
Outreach Mobile Team operating from a
customised vehicle to ensure that services
can be provided across the whole of
Cheshire West and Chester. The vehicle will
be equipped with four ‘safe seats’ allowing
service users to recline and snooze in a safe
place as well as providing opportunities for
immediate contact with FENW staff and staff Research has established the importance
from other services.
of service users having a clear plan, with
the right package of support, at the earliest
All referrals to the service will come through opportunity. FENW has already secured
Cheshire West and Chester Council’s single undertakings from the full range of support
referral point, known as the Gateway. FENW services to enable this to be put in place
will have formal agreements with all
across Cheshire West and Chester.
agencies making referrals to ensure that the
The daily routine at Richmond Court would
information on each individual referral is
be built around a programme of meaningful
accurate and up to date.
activities such as employment training,
health and fitness, art classes, gardening,
FENW will carry out a professional needs
cookery and other activities designed to
and risk assessment of every individual
help individuals gain the skills and
referred to the service using this
information. This assessment will determine confidence to fulfil their plans and move on.
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Richmond Court in the
local community
The aim is for Richmond Court to be seen
as a positive and welcome presence within
Boughton, contributing to the quality of life
in the local area as well as that of the city
as a whole.
FENW would work with the local
community to bring improvements to
Richmond Court’s local setting and the
surrounding area. The site will be under
active supervision and management at all
times.
FENW has already completed a full
preliminary risk assessment for all of its
services including Richmond Court. The
risk assessment process is dynamic,
meaning that risks are continually under
review, allowing for input from service
users, staff, residents and other services
and stakeholders.

This includes being part of the CityLink
network, enabling staff within the Chester
City region to liaise closely with
Community Safety Teams, the Police,
licensed premises and the Street Pastor
Service.
Volunteering will be encouraged and
professionally supported throughout
FENW’s service, giving people
opportunities to support service users
individually and strengthen the service as
a whole while gaining valuable personal
experience.

FENW’s staff, service users and volunteers
will all help to build and maintain positive
relationships within the communities
where the service operates and take part
in community events and activities.
Service users will be encouraged to play
their part as responsible members of their
Across the borough, FENW will make use of local community and as an organisation
FENW will be fully accountable for the way
local intelligence to be as effective as
it delivers services.
possible in responding to service needs.
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The Proposed
Timetable
October 2012 – December 2012

November 2012

• Consultation with local residents and
other stakeholders
• Start of the Council’s contract with
FENW to provide the new service
• Feasibility and design work on the
Richmond Court site
• Transitional arrangements for existing
staff and service users

January 2013

• Report on the consultation
• Community engagement
• Start of proposed building works at
Richmond Court
• Training and induction of staff

February 2013 –March 2013

• Community engagement
• Continuation and completion of proposed
building works at Richmond Court
• Continuing staff training and induction

April 2013

• Planned re-opening of Richmond Court

The Council’s contract with FENW is for five years i.e. from 2012 to 2017
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Consultation and engagement
Soon after the contract was awarded to
FENW in June, views and comments
started reaching the Council by letter,
e-mail and via local meetings. The Council
gave an undertaking to take the lead role in
the local consultation process and then, at
its meeting on 26th July, resolved to
“...engage in a full and open consultation
with the local community on the decision
to locate the homeless hub at Richmond
Court, Boughton...”.

Locally the aim is to engage with the
community to build a welcome – for the
regeneration of Richmond Court as a
quality facility in its local setting, for the
people who will run it and for the people
who will benefit from its services.
On a wider level the aim is to establish a
personal housing support service that
breaks new ground and becomes a
model for other parts of the country.

Many of the views and concerns expressed
from June through to September have
helped to shape the consultation we are
now undertaking. Above all it has been
obvious that people need information
about what is being proposed at Richmond
Court and clear answers about their initial
areas of concern. There is also a need to
explain how Richmond Court has come to
be proposed as a service location.

The success of the new service as a
whole will depend on FENW delivering its
contractual commitments to the Council
as the service provider; the success of
Richmond Court will depend on how it
performs its proposed role in the local
community and how it responds to local
expectations.

This consultation process has therefore
been designed first and foremost around
the need to provide this information and
enable people to understand the proposals.

From both the Council’s and FENW’s
points of view a key outcome of the
consultation is to reach a better
understanding of these expectations.
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Key stages in the Council’s
decision-making process
This is a summary of the
key stages and
documents that have
informed the Council’s
decision-making
processes from 2009 to
the present. All of the
key documents and a
number of other
supporting documents
are available as part of
this consultation.

2009
• Formation of Cheshire West and Chester Council
• Start of several strategic reviews including a
Review of Rough Sleeping by consultants
JenkinsDuval. This review included full
consultation with service providers, service users
and stakeholders.
• Visit and recommendations from the Government’s
Specialist Adviser on Rough Sleeping

2010
• Consultation on, and publication of, the Council’s
Homelessness Strategy 2010-2015
• Publication of the JenkinsDuval report

2011
• Publication of the Supporting People Needs
Assessment
• Consultation on Rough Sleeping and Direct Access
Homeless Services
• Supporting People Strategic Commissioning Plan
2012-2017
• Commissioning and procurement of Supported
Housing and Related Services for Homeless People

2012
• The selection process and contract award
• Early consultation and feedback
• The present consultation process
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